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Shared Comment [Incoming Messages Received. Source: Unknown] [Quantum Analysis: No Interception Detected] [Decryption Complete] Speeches, references and backgrounds have been checked three times and verified, and you are now checked as a sentinel operation. Welcome to Firewall, friend.
For those who are new to our private network, Firewall is an organization dedicated to protecting transhumanity from threats—internal and external—to our continued existence as a species. The fall may have reminded us that our ability to survive and prosper is not guaranteed, but our type of has a very
short period of attention. While our achievements work almost immoral, we continue to face various dangers that can contribute to our extinction. Some of these risks come from our own factionalism and division, combined with universal technology that can cause widespread destruction and unsold death
in the wrong hands. Some stem from our short vision, failing to see the dangers in which we put ourselves and our environment through careless action. Some arose from our own inventions turning back against us, as TITANs proved. Other risks may come from foreign intelligence that motivates us can
no longer be fathomed, and which we may not be aware of. Still others can threaten us with higher and mindless opportunities but fatal causes and effects of the universe in which we are but speck that doesn't matter. Firewall exists to identify, analyze, and overcome these risks. We are all volunteers. We
all put our own lives at risk to ensure transhumanity survival. Firewall has existed, under other names and guidance, since before Fall. Many agencies with similar agendas are grouped together in the wake of catalyst events to assess our situation and prepare for the worst. Now we operate under a single
umbrella. We are a private network for two reasons. First, the existence and capabilities of our operations are protected by our confidentiality. The less opposition we know about us, the more effective we can oppose them. Similarly, certain authorities may be hostile to organizations like ours operating in
their claimed territory. While some are aware of our existence, we circerate many legal and jurisdictional obstacles that may hinder our actions and goals. Secondly, our mission sometimes leads to lightweight information that is not only dangerous in the wrong hands, but may also trigger widespread panic
if made public. In some cases, the existence of such knowledge can be problematic. With confidentiality and operating on a need to be known, we automatically oppose certain risks. Firewall is a destierted, peer-to-peer network. We had a minimal hierarchy and we responded to nobody but ourselves. Our
node structure allows us to share resources and talent without sacrificing our privacy and security You have been recruited for your knowledge, assets or skills, and/or because you have been in contact with certain limited data. You have proven your willingness to support our goals. Our lives and
existence—and the future of transhumanity—may rest in your hands. So here's the future—maybe we all live to see it. [End message] [This Message Has Been Deleted On Its Own] [Incoming Messages Received. Source: Unknown] [Quantum Analysis: No Interception Detected] [Decryption Complete]
Sitting down, and take yourself a drink. Forget all the intro crap produced by the AI you just read. Here's the real deal. You may die to find out what you have been dragged inside. Maybe you've been told the party line-up is already: that we're all that standing between transhumanity and extinction. Or
perhaps someone whispers to you that we are a ousted operation that meddles in heavy stools that we don't have the power to engage in, and that we sometimes make people killed as a result. You must be curious. Maybe you have a vigilante flow, and you want to spill blood for a good cause. Is it
important to you if the cause is deluded? Maybe you're a conspiracy wingnut and you're dead to find out what the secrets of Firewall clutching to his collective chest. What if those secrets shattered the carefully constructed lies that we all tell ourselves to keep our sanity intact? Everything you hear, good
or bad, about Firewall well may be true. We're not angels. We lost sheen on our ambitions when TITANs intactly uploaded their first human minds. Now, you should ask yourself what you just signed up for. I did. In fact, Firewall is a lot of things. Mostly good, but a lot of it's awful you'll think about planting
bullets in your stacks and using earlier backups, just so you can forget about it all. If you have any romantic vision about being a hero, though, drop them now. You won't feel like a hero when you remove some kids as he carries infectious nanoviruses. You won't feel brave when you encounter some
foreign things and crave your pants. And you won't feel human anymore when you make a call that will cost dozens, hundreds, or thousands of people their lives, even if you save millions more. So why would anyone be crazy enough to be a part of this? Because it has to be done. Our survival depends
on it. For some, it's altruism, defending transhumanity. But It's about saving your own neck too. Sure, you can exclude yourself from taking responsibility and letting some of the authorities themselves described taking care of it. But if anarchics have nothing right, that's a powerful person unreliable. As
often as not, they are part of the problem. So Firewall does things the collective way. We are underground, but we are open source We share information and resources towards the same goal. We organize in network ad-hoc cells, smart-mob style. We don't let anyone accrue too much power or control.
Everyone involved in the op has the same word. We police ourselves. We come from a variety of backgrounds and tribes, but we are facing an enemy that is equal-and we fight to win. No alternatives. Maybe you've heard of the Fermi Paradox? The question asks why, with the galaxy so large, there are
so few other signs of life? Although we have met The Factors and looked at other foreign evidence, our galaxy neighborhood should crawl with intelligence-but it is not. I'll tell you why. The universe is unfair. If transhumanity is swept away, the galaxy will not notice. Just look at the Earth. The planet still
exists, still supports life, even if we are far lost. Reality is an asshole that isn't scary. Forget all that utopian crap about living forever. We'll be lucky to be able to last another year. We have developed a technology that puts weapons of mass destruction in everyone's hands, but we're still a teenage species
that has trouble overcoming small tribal bullshit. If you are really looking forward to exploring the universe as postmortal, you have to work hard. Survival is not a right, it's a privilege. When you sign up with Firewall, you put yourself in the call. Anytime some goes down on your wooden neck or you might
be very helpful in dealing with, you'll get a call. You'll be expected to drop whatever you do and put everything on hold as if your life depends on it—it might not. When you are on the field, on op-go to the doctor, as we call-cells you are empowered to act as it sees fit ... Just keep in mind that you will
answer to the rest of us later. You'll also have a Firewall network to back you up—although resources are often limited, so don't expect us to always save your ass. Other sentinels can be called upon to pull the ropes, but every time we do that, it threatens to launch an agent, create a footprint that we
need to clean up, and instead complicate things. Independents are key. One last thing: never, never forget that we have an enemy. I'm not just talking about nutjob that want to nuke habitat to make political statements or neo-luddites who think the biowar epidemic will teach us all lessons, I'm talking
about agencies that know Firewall exists and regard it as a threat. If they tagged you as a sentinel, your day Maybe your backups, too. So watch yer friggin' back. So that's the real deal, to be honest because I can give it away. Welcome to our secret clubhouse, komrade. Remember: death is just another
day at work. [End message] [This Message Has Been Deleted On Its Own] Our Mission Posted by: Maddy Bainbridge, Firewall Proxy Greetings Prayer, Sentinel. By recognizing the reputation, I set your writing task a few lines about the situation in which you have stepped in. This is: transhumanity stands
on the edge of extinction. You may have known this before you joined the Firewall. If you don't, then know now. Transhumanity looks out through the gates, and beyond we find only a dead alien world. Not just dead, though: systematically cleaned. Our own single event is atypical just because we
survived. Or have survived, for now. If there are gods, then they create this galaxy as a trap for their enemies. If they are, as seems more likely, strangers, then perhaps they are seeded with a roach motel. In any case, there is no transhuman policing committed to making a full assessment of the situation.
No reliable policing to share the deepest and darkest secrets about TITANs. And the transhumans of various cladding, tribes, policing, and spiritual persuasion continue to wage campaigns of violence with each other, even with our populations decided by The Fall. Firewall took prerogatives to act from the
available power fren madness. Transhumanity must be actively cared for, and ultimately the worst is designed for with a galaxy's point of view rather than local. You're now part of that point of view. You must now take action. May you get the truth. You, Maddy Bainbridge, Ph.D. Community content is
available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. Registered.
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